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BACK TO BASICS

CURRENT ENGINE
ISSUE

Many months of the same old things
happening, Recently we have noticed that we
have really been not looking after those who
support our channel each month. We added a

few months ago a few different tiers and
changed thing up a little but we never

carried it out on YouTube. So to attempt to
bring us back in touch with everything we

have decided to change it again this time for
the better.These changes are The tiers have changed

to.
£1 - General Supporter - Basic extra's

photos and text etc
 

£3 - Early Bird - Above plus Early Access
 

£5 - Hard Core Supporter - above plus
Directors Cuts

 
At a later date we may add to these. We
are also looking at how we upload the

videos that are just for members enhancing
the experience that we can provide you.

The current engine issue is something that has been a total pain
in the backside and something that has taken us a lot more

effort and pain than we ever thought it would be. We started
with the injectors and rocker covers looking and inspecting them.
We found issues with the injectors and we fixed and cleaned the
injectors out at a much reduced cost than if we had sent them
away. However it was the bit where we had to put it together

that caused a issue. Somehow the fuel pump managed to come
loose how who knows as we never touched it. Then we ran into a
broken fuel pipe this once again was repaired and we got ready

to fire it up and got nothing from it. After a lot of swapping and
messing around with some help we got it to want to start but
wouldn't due to air issues. We then found where the air was

getting in and attempt to sort it, Soon after this the new bolts
and copper washes arrived and as quick as they went in one

broke off inside the injector and we are getting to repairing that
now. The other thing that has gone wrong is the starter motor

has decided to start to give up and is on its last legs.
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THE FUTURE

GOOD NEWS

The plan now is over the next few weeks
we should be able to get the engine
running with its broken starter motor if it
will last the abuse of starting the engine.
Once it is running again the work will
start to replace the starter with a brand
new one and hopefully some sort of
protection unit to stop it overheating and
breaking again.

After a surprise text message, we are pleased
to say once again we will be operating the Free

bus service for the Newton Town show as we
did with the beautiful bus to the right 317 with

the expert bus crew Scott and Tobi who
although a rainy day with a few issues operated
a perfect service. We look forward to operating

the service for them again.
Make sure you are there for a wonderful show

on the 6th August 2022



PROGESS

MEMBERSHIP

HELPERS NEEDED

We are slowly making progress to
having a fully working bus and will be

filming and spending the next few
months building up to the running day
making the vehicle look as good as we
possible can, There is a tight budget

due to the cost of a new starter motor
that is needed but we will manage. In
the meantime we are working our way
though the interior making it looking
nice and clean. sanding all the poles
down and repainting them in Yellow 

As always we like to say a massive
thank you to those that have supported

us in the past few months. We have
changed the support structure and hope

this will improve the experience you
will have with us. To find out the
different ways you can support us

Please go to 
www.Mancbuses.com/supporting-us

If you wish to help us please get
in touch with us at

Admin@mancbuses.com

Please tell us a little about
yourself and why you wish to

help us


